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Fig. 3: Examplary slices from TBSS / RANDOMISE results, tfce corrected cluster size p<0.05. High-
lighted overlays visualize the statistical tests FA|grpX > FA|grpY; i. e. A) G1>G4 “low T2w lesion load vs. 
high T2w lesion load”; B) G2>G4 “low EDSS vs. high EDSS” in high T2w lesion load groups; the 
pyramidal tract is delineated along consecutive slices. 
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Introduction: Pathological heterogeneity in multiple sclerosis (MS) still makes it difficult defining correlates between clinical status/symptoms and 
characteristics on the one hand, and structural tissue changes on the other hand. Usually, clinical scores (e. g. EDSS, MSSS) hardly correlate with MR 
imaging parameters like lesion load (T1w-black holes, T2w-hyperintense lesions) or global MR estimates (e. g. ADC and FA histograms derived from DW 
imaging). We investigate the contribution of the recently proposed approach of TBSS (tract based spatial statistics [1]) to characterize large cohorts of 
MS patients in more detail with respect to structural integrity as assessed by DT imaging. TBSS offers the advantages of whole brain voxelwise analyses 
of DW data, but still preserves spatial information in standard space. In this study, TBSS was carried out to investigate how white matter integrity can 
contribute to understand differences between patient groups with regard to their FA skeleton representation derived from DW imaging. 

Methods: In a retrospective analysis of DTI data acquired in a large clinical trial protocol, data from 99 patients – RRMS/SPMS 76/23,  71 female, mean 
age 44.4y (21.0y–65.1y), mean EDSS 3.1(0.0–7.5) – were  processed and analyzed in the TBSS framework (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Diffusion weighted 
data were acquired on a 1.5 T clinical scanner (Avanto, SIEMENS, Erlangen/Germany) using a SE-EPI protocol (TR/TE 4200/110 ms, FoV 250 mm², 
matrix size 111x128 (interpolated 256x256), 24 slices of thickness 5 mm, 8 averages, DW b=1000 s/mm² in 6 directions). Additionally, a transverse 
double-echo PD- and T2-weighted TSE (TR/TE1/TE2 3980/14/108 ms, 40 slcs of 3 mm, rFoV 188x250 mm²) were used for manual lesion marking and 
the estimation of T2w-hyperintense lesion load. 
Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps were created for all subjects using DTIFIT (FSL) including correction for motion and eddy currents distortions; the TBSS 
processing pipeline carries out a non-linear registration of FA maps into standard space and a projection of all subjects' FA maps onto a mean FA 
skeleton representation. Finally, a voxelwise statistics was performed using FSL's RANDOMISE [2] (which combines GLM testing with permutation 
inference statistics). Applying the option of threshold-free cluster enhancement (tfce) a corrected cluster size significance level of p<0.05 was used. 

Patient groups were dichotomized according to their T2w lesion load [mm³] and EDSS: “lowEDSS-lowLesL” (G1, EDSS≤2 & T2wLesL<3000, N=30); 
“lowEDSS-highLesL” (G2, EDSS≤2 & T2wLesL>5000, N=10);  “highEDSS-lowLesL” (G3, EDSS≥3 & T2wLesL<3000, N=14); “highEDSS-highLesL” (G4, 
EDSS≥3 & T2wLesL>5000, N=29), see fig. 1.  

Results: Setting the corrected cluster size (using tfce) significance level of p<0.05, the following tests FA|grpX > FA|grpY of FA skeleton maps between the 
patient groups revealed regions of significant difference; the total number of voxels in the FA skeleton mask was set to 100% (FA>0.2, N=193327). 
 
 
statistical test FA | grp X  > FA | grp Y  

G1 > G2 - lowEDSS-lowT2wLesL > lowEDSS-highT2wLesL 32% 

G1 > G4 - lowEDSS-lowT2wLesL > highEDSS-highT2wLesL 75% 

G3 > G2 - highEDSS-lowT2wLesL > lowEDSS-highT2wLesL 14% 

G3 > G4 - highEDSS-lowT2wLesL > highEDSS-highT2wLesL 49% 

G2 > G4 - highEDSS-lowT2wLesL > highEDSS-highT2wLesL 3% 

 
As expected, lesion load highly impacts the FA value 
(fig. 2): groups of low T2w lesion load (G1, G3) show 
globally higher FA values versus groups of high lesion 
load (G2, G4). Statistical significance is reached covering 
more or less the whole brain when G1 (“lowlow”) is tested 
against G4 (“highhigh”), fig. 3A, whereas cerebellum and 
central parts of the cortico-spinal tract are spared 
foremost. On the other side, the EDSS does not 
differentiate the two groups of low lesion load (G1 vs. G3) 
with respect to FA skeleton maps. 

Testing G2 > G4 – i. e. groups of high lesion load, 
lowEDSS vs. highEDSS – reveals only very few regions 
of higher FA, specifically focussed on central parts of the 
cortico-spinal tracts, fig. 3B. 
 
Discussion / Conclusion:  
TBSS offers estimates derived from DW imaging in a global representation (whole brain FA histogram parameters, e. g. median) as well as localized 
differences as revealed by voxelwise statistical testing. This study demonstrates that brain FA values strongly depend on T2w lesion load. Interestingly 
however, the TBSS analysis showed a difference of FA values in both high-lesion-load groups with different EDSS ranges (0-2 vs. 3-7). The high EDSS 
group showed lower FA almost exclusively in both pyramidal tracts, which highlights and confirms the important contribution of the pyramidal system to 
EDSS scores. In this regard, TBSS is very valuable and shows promise to demonstrate system specific tract abnormalities. The strong influence of T2w 
lesion load should be considered, when TBSS analyses are used. 
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